I'u sorry that the description Is In Dutch too. There are two proc rants (KU10V
adreas and Sort across) running under Oimag-Eaalc, where you see the function.
Beside Basic there la FOBlI-coapiler (a tloy Fortran) with a short
description (Basic prog rata). Another better ('ascription Is on the way to ue.
There la a program, called "GalaxeiB4*, which oust be compiled with Fora. Another
compiler 1b PALL (practice of Algol language) with no description up to now.
Those two compilers are produced by I’UISOH in Japan, and are sold for 600-IT' Ir.
the 540-IN
Germany. I think they are worth about 60-1ft and ask myself who pet
profit? (They are acid as F0RTPA1 and PASCAL -compiler, lot they are only very
tiny versions of this).

Well, so far abcut our software* Within hardware we have changed sotse of
to 4Mlz, it works pretty good. The r*uin prol'lon was the tape. Wf
have solved it by charging the wheel. Ai; I went toned In ay last letter, we have
got tfenbers in Austria and Switzerland, and we work together with a Club in
cru
Frankfurt. That Club folds the contact to a Club In Switzerland. Me ourself
interested In contacts over all of Europe, and ao I uar.i to ask you for the
the
address of the Club ir Belgium. Perhaps itc poadble that all user-ciuhs of
M280 can exchange j rograns , ideas and Inf ornatfon , so that wc car. use cur
computer in a good waj
CLUP NOTE : we should tooo have details of the 4HHZ conversion.

our Liachlnes

.

KNIGHT* S TINY "WFF” ?. SCAL

- cassette HZ60K

Integers only : this we cannot recotrend now chat PASCAL S? 4010/ 5 cm 0*.
obtained. The user will have gained sufficient experience of proprnnciir.g froc
BASIC and nou that PAJiCAL lias been accented so widely it would bo inadvisable to
pursue a "mock'4 FAIIGAL when you are xit coprclled to do sc Ly the lack of any
alternatives. Graiwis Knight 1*8 said :hat a true PASCAL compiler will be
available in 1962 and this will be worth waiting for. Our only serious crlrlclet:
of SP 4010/5 is that .c is on interpreter and ao does not produce rachloe code
programs. However, :or learning the PASCAL language tbis is an extremely
generous Implementation of this superb language and without doubt the Ideal way
in which to do it. It will be widely used.

PASCAL SP4010/5

- casiette

t!Z60K

We do not ln:end to create an Instant PASCAL manual In a few paxagrapi.s
but we do at least Hit the available statements so that you can compare with
your text book PASCAL.

AMT
SET

ENT

no:

REPEAT

PPG IN

OF

TO

FO’
FUNCTION

NOT
OR

APL/.Y
THAN
TYPD

PACKET

urrriL

IF

rÿOCCIUPE VAR

ro

FILE

TEMPO

CiSL

1.0 81C
CALL
PCKE
CCUT

T1V

WILE

fLSE
Cll?
TPUHC

LT

PI’XP

orr
succ

AFS

SIN
COS

cri
E>'P

coirr
li.Tccrr

INPUT

TRIJL

REAL

OUTPUT

PCCLF/H

PEGGKAt.
AFCTAN

DCWNTC

■ＦＡＢ

UP1TELN
WRITE
REACLK
PWPI1F
XOP
LOC
RND
TAN
Oc.lr.tf Ions are CONST,
MAX I NT (surprisingly) ,
RECOPr , WITH: no -procedure” within “procedure".
I.UGIC but until some wore programming has been
file handling will be. We ere looking forward to
There are soiae excellent demonstration programs.

CHAR

TttP

SYPP
BYFET
FALSE
PEEK
PWKITFU?
and LAPFL, COTC (inconvenient ) ,
end
ve cannot say how weak Its
building up a P/SCAL library.

It supports Sharp Graphics
done

Manual better then PASIC.

SUGGESTED SKAPP HZ-60 USEES CLUP FKOCBAK LIBRARY TTAITARPS by John Fitzgerald
The

so fresh In
limed lately

problerr nost people have when writing programs is that everything Is
their winds that they cannot envisage why anyone would not
be able to understand tleir logic and variable mnemonics, 60 that
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being supported. The disk drive is the MZflOPB double-sided double-density, the
saae as the MZ80B drive. The printers have a selection of RDM's available, each
giving a different set of characters. Incidentally, the P4 machine, offering 132
characters per line, retails at £749. The Interface in the A is built-in.

The design of the MZ80A is MZ80K-eaque, with the cassette deck inbuilt as
before, but with eaphasls towards it being an Integral part of the aachlne and
not an afterthought as it has been described. The corners of the machine have
been rounded off. Systems software has been given the catalogue number SA; BASIC
la SA-5510. It includes some of the M7.80B commands such as MON, COPY/P, PAGE/P,
AUTO etc. The character aet on the A la apparently the same na the K, but as I
haven't yet seen one I cannot tell you more. Sharp have set the retail price at
£478.39 (lsh) and they say that any dealers who offer discounts are to be struck
off the approved list. The release date Is set at “April”, and adverts should
start appearing soon after.

GETTING STARTED WITH SHARP PASCAL
The SP4015 tape has been loaded, so we are ready to begin. You soon start
BASIC because we cannot plunge in with a few opening statements and test
(RUN) as we progress. There has to be an initial plan covering the likely
structure of the finished program and all the variables which will he needed.
The best way to start la to take a short program written in BASIC, such as the
Buffon needle simulation program an printed in the Dec.'81 Newsletter. Then we
can see which variables are needed, and segregate the REAL from the INTEGERS:
this example permits the use of Boolean variables which are extremely economical
as far an computer storage is concerned. The first few lines of the program (if
you decide to omit the title contained between percent, symbols) will he the VAR
Include a few extra
statement, followed by as many definitions as necessary
varlbles for good measure if you like). Try to remember the semi-colon at the
end of each line/ statement. You will eventually get everything right at about
the n th attempt! The dimensioning of arrays requires care: DIM X(1000) becomes:
to miss

-

IT: ARRAY[ 1000| OF INTEGER;
As X haa already been defined and as we intend to restrict the array to
Integers, the !•• is a convenient prefix. We cannot use X and X( 1000) as in
Basic. There must be no space between the ARRAY and the square bracket. (This is
NOT standard Pascal.)

If you have reached this point successfully by using B at the start, you
will have seen the automatic line numhera hut these are for editing convenience
and not for use within the program. At any time you may use G to teat for errors
(equivalent to RUN in Baalc). Do thla periodically in a long program so that you
are not overwhelmed and di s I 1 lua toned by hundreds of error numbers at the end of
writing the program! You must accept that, unless you are a skilled Pascal
programmer, you will make many small errors. Although strictly an interpreter,
this Pascal makes very thorough checks on your program before it considers it
fit for execution. Patience Is required. However the end result should be worth
all the trouble taken.

You must uae only upper case (capital) letters in statements. The curly
bracket normally used to contain remarks has been changed to the percent.
symbol. There is much to learn as you have probably put the Pascal Manual to one
aide and are now awaiting divine intervention. The Manual la much better than
the Baste Manual; It actually contains useful information, although you may be
wondering about all the references to a colour terminal, and a few statements
reserved for the Sharp colour decoder. It la a pity that there are so many
spelling mistakes, and the simplest of Ideas la often expressed with such clumsy
verbosity, as if the original Japanese has been translated by a bad machine
according to inflexible prescribed rules.
So

much

for the Manual. But falling to digest it as we are urged, we run
23

Into difficulties with the ARRAY declaration. Pascal experts will expect
IX: ARRAY (I..1000) OF INTEGER;
AB you see above we have to change this.

It will be a good Idea to make a catalogue of useful subroutines. Keep
these PROCEDURE'S on tape. Select as needed and use the A coaand to load from
the beginning of
tape and it will be added to the prograa. Put PROCEDURE'S at
the prograa, (mediately after the variable declarations. A wel 1— structured
prograa will consist of PROCEDURE after PROCEDURE (eg. the statistics and
quadratic equation subroutines) and then a few atateaents which refer to the
procedures In s definite sequence: all teralnated by END. with full stop!
as you select
With a little organisation your prograa will write itself
subroutines froa your catalogue. Enclose prograa segments between BEGIN and END,
and judicious use of the G comand will keep you on the narrow path.

Let's look st soae aore comanda. The P (with or without line nuabere)
corresponds to LIST. If you are not faailiar with the principle of a Text
is
It
P.dltor, this Is what you are ualng to write your Pascal prograa, but
helpful to have aoae understanding of the teat pointer: soeetlae you will heve
to sake corrections maybe the coaplete deletion of a line ualng the D command,
certainly a few alnor alterations. You should use the P comand, eg. PIO to put
beck
line 10 on the screen; try the L and N commands, eg. L3 to put the pointer
3 lines. Expert aent as ouch as possible st first until you becoae sccustooed to
the easiest way to rectify mistakes. You are strongly urged to do a coaplete
list from time to time to ensure that insertions have been put where Intended
editing
appeared,
after
have
nowhere
from
a
apparently
and that no stray lines
portion of text. The 'Basic' type of screen editing is not recommended.
To continue where you left off writing to make changes, use the Z commandThe load command was A: remember to delete any unwanted prograa by aeans of K/ .
To save the prograa use S ( st least this one Is easy to remeaber). And that
should get you started without too much trouble. But we suspect that you will
not abandon Basic completely as It Is so useful. In this first attempt at a
aoae 20 corrections were
prograa
no prices for telling us how to improve It
needed. At
first you look feverishly st the error table and hope for
Inspiration. Finally you don't bother, just list the offending line and
aske a
•mall change; note Chat the line number may point to an Inconsistency In a
previous line where the error was committed. So after attempts st G, suddenly
the screen went blank and, after an uncomfortable delay, the answers appeared.
An emotional moment I

-

-

Our Initial conclusion was that this Pascal contains all the graphics and
music
facilities which* we expect from Basic. Apparently no provision has been
made for the Internal clock (TI), so you will have to write your own PROCEDURE
to do this. But we have all the cassette data file apparatus In a fora which is
more flexible and easier to use than the Basic Ropen and Uopen statements. You
can write good gaaes programs using the KEY stateaent, even PEEK and POKE are

provided. Some will say that Pascal Is Just an improved Basic; but you cannot
Interrupt a program to teat variables and find out the current line number. You
gain speed of coaputation. We are unhappy about
the aaall range of
real
variables a* we find It useful to be sble to exceed 10 to the power of plus or

minus 19 In aatheaat Leal , statistical or scientific calculations. Recursive
calls are well explained In the manual and this Is a feature which you cannot
fall to find intriguing.
We conclude this article with a few sample programs towards the end of

Newsletter.
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AUTO SUBROUTINE FOR XTAL BASIC

-

page 3

Z80 ASSEMBLER SP-2102 PAGE 03 **
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

00CA 22F400
08CD CDB10F
08D0 227680
08D3 D1
00D4 CD00O0
0007 62
0808 6B
0009 28
000 A CDD818
00DD 38FB
11 08DF FE1B
12 00E1 2806
13 00E3 FE0D
14 00E5 2802
15 00E7 Cl
16 00E8 C9
17 00E9 210300
18 00EC 222817
19 00EF 3E1B
20 00F1 12
21 00F2 Cl
22 00F3 C9
23 00F4 0060
24 00F6 0006
25 00F8

LD

(BUFl).HL

< UDP )

DE

POP

I (ML)

«ÿ

POS.

INPUT
H.D

L.E
HL

18D8H
C- ALOOF 3
1BH

Z.AUT02
0DH
Z.AUT02
BC

HL.0083H

< 1728H)»HL

A.1BH
<DE> » A
BC

LD

LD
POP
RET
DEFW
DEFW
END

BUF 1 x
BUF2?

.HL

0FB1H

CALL

LD

CALL
LD
LD
DEC
ALOOF' 31 CALL
JR
CP
JR
CP
JR
POP
RET
AUT02S LD
LD

0000H
0000H

>£uii ons Needle Simulation for * %
OAR N, I: INTEGER;
X. V.Z. ANGLE. $»C .PI »BI » Cl • HEAN. UCE PI .XI X2? REAL *
T 1 T2:BOOLEAN:
1 X : ARRAY [ 1 000 ] OF INTEGER;
PROCEDURE STAT;
UHR I.X. SM. SO? INTEGER?FN?REAL:
BEGIN SM;=0;SQ:=0;FN;=FLOAT<N>?
FOR I s =1 TO N DO
BEGIN X: »IXCI ] ; SM: =SH*X! SQ: «SQ+X*X? END;
MEAN: -FLOAT < SIO-'FN? UCE: *( FLOAT < SQ> -FN*MEAN*MEAN> '<FN-1 0> ?

.

.

.

.

END?

PROCEDURE ROOTS(A,B.C:REAL>?UAR DIsREAL?
BEGIN DI ? *SQRT<B»8-4.0*O*C>;Xl:=(-BK>I>''<2.0*A>;X2: =-B/A-Xl;

END?
V. MAIN PROGRAM
BEGIN N:-500;PI:-4.0*ARCTAN(1.0);FOF I:=l TO N DO
BEGIN IXU)s=2?
X: »RND< 1 0); V: *RND( 1 0 > ; Z: SRNC'< 1 0> ;

*
.
.

.

.

ANGLE:=PH'2.0*Z;S:=ABS<SIN<QHGLEm0.5;C:=ABS<COS<ANGLE:O*0.5;
Tl:«<<1.0-S>>X)AND<X>S);
T2i ■< < 1 0-C ) >V) AND( VX );

.

IF(T1 )0R(T2)THEN IXU3I-1I
IF(T1 )AND(T2>THEN 2XCI3i-0f

END?

.

..........

* E' 1 * C 1 ) ;
"CBCEsi mate of * usim mean
usint variance
" .XI :9);

STAT; A1 * *1 0-UCE?Bl 5 *2. 0? Cl :*-16.0?ROOTS<Al
URITELN<HIM);UIRITELN<

WRITELN< “BBC

END.
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V. HISTOGRAM ir. Pascal SP4015
OAR N: INTEGER;
A: ARRAY! 15] UF INTEGER;

*

PROCEDURE UERTLINE?
UAR I, J: INTEGER;

BEGIN
WRITEC "S" > ; FOR I s *1 TO 21 DO
UIRITELNC"

lM)S

URITE<"0" > *

FOR ls=l TO 5 DO

BEGIN

J: =1 00-20* a-l>;WRITE<J:4." H SSSSSSCDCC " > ?
END?
END?

PROCEDURE HORIZLINE?

UAR I. J: INTEGER:
BEGIN
fcM)5
URITEC"
FOR I : =1 TO 34 DO WRITE <
>?
WRITELN<"">;WRITE<MB8SBEH I S T 0 G R A M">;
END;

PROCEDURE COLLECT;
UAR I, X: INTEGER:
BEGIN

WRITELNC "BType not no re than 10 integers between >:
UIRITELN<"0 and lOO" >; WRITELN<MM >?
WRITELN< "Last nunber nwst be 0">:
15=1 ? XS = 1 ?
WHILE X< >0 DO
BEGIN
READLNOOJACI3s*X;

THEN A C 1 3: = 1 OO ELSE
IF
IF X<0 THEN A[IJ:=0:
15=1-4-1?
END?
N: =1-1? IF N > 10 THEN N:=10;

END;

PROCEDURE L I NEPR I NT ;

UAR I, J,K,T: INTEGER?
BEGIN
WRITELNC
> ; T: 100; FOR I s *1 TO 19 DO

=

BEGIN

WRITEC “SSSSSSSS" > 5

FOR J!=l TO N DO
BEGIN
K's =3*J-2;
IF AC J J >=T THEN WRITE’ "KM ">
">?
ELSE WRITEC"
END;

WRITELNC "" > 5 T2 =T-55

END;

WRITELNC "B" > ;

END;

% MAIN PROGRAM

*'

BEGIN

COLLECT;
UERTLINE;
HORIZLINE;

LINEPPINT:
END.
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X CASSETTE FILES PROGRAM IN PASCAL SP4015 V.

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM \
*XOARSIMPLE
25 RECORDS OF SIZE 32 CHARACTERS
DATA: FILE OF ARRAVC32. 25 3 OF
*

CHAR;

N,I, X, OPTION: INTEGER: CHS CHAR:
PROCEDURE OPTION1;
BEGIN CH: =KEV; CH: = V X: = 1;
WHILE CH< > N "DO
BEGIN
URITELN< "Input new record",Ns 3> ! DATACX.N]: =CHR<N>; X: =X+ 1;URITELN< > ;
WHILE X< 33 DO

BEGIN

WHILE
IF CH=CHR ( 102 ) THEN BEGIN FOR I:=X TO 32 DO DATACI.NJ:-' ';X:=33;END
ELSE BEGIN DAT AC X N ] : =CH: MRITECCH: 1 >;X: =X+ 1:END
CH:=KEV;

CH=CHR(0)DO CH:=KEV;

.

END;

WRITELN < > WRITELN< "Another record V N">5
READLN< CH>* ? X: = 1; IF CH= V THEN N:*N+1

ENDS

ENDS
PROCEDURE ORTION2;
BEGIN

WRITELNC "Write date on cassette" MWRITECDATACl); WRITELNC "Completed. ">;
END:
PROCEDURE 0PTI0N3;

BEGIN
WRI TELN' "Read data f ron cassette" >5 READCDATAC)); WRITELN( "Completed. ");

END;

PROCEDURE OPTION4;
BEGIN
WRI TELN("Select iten number"); READLN<N>;
FOR I:=2 TO 32 DO WRITE '.DATHCITO : 1>;WRI TELN( > ;
WRITELNC "CP r ess CR to cent inue " > ;REHDLN' CH > 5

ENDS

•(MAIN PROGRAM’;

BEGIN OPTION! *1;
REPEAT BEGIN
WRITELNC "KOPTION 1 = Prepare new records.");
WRITELNC "SOPT ION 2 = Record data or, cassette.");

WRITELNC " BuPTION 3 = Read data fron cassette.");
WRI TELN< "SOPT ION 4 = Print iten. ">?
WRITELNC "SOPTION 5 = Correct 'charge iten.")!
URITELN ( " SORTION 6 - EXIT fro,-, Protract. ");
WRITE ( " COPt ion nurtber " )!READ < OPTION >; WRITELN< "SB" );
CASE OPTION OF 1: BEGIN N: =1SOPTION1;END;
2: 0PTI0N2;
3S0PTI0N3;
4S0PTI0N4;

END

5: BEGIN WRI TELN<"I ten no. " > SREADLNCN) ;
IF <N>0 > AND <N< 25 > THEN OPTION1; END;

END
UNTIL OPTIONS;

END.
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EQUATIONS’ÿ

UAR A,B»C»D.E>F.G>X1»X2»H,J»K: REAL;
N: INTEGER;

PROCEDURE UALUES;
BEGIN
PEADLN<A,B,C>;

END*
PROCEDURE ARRANGE;

BEGIN
F ; =0. 0— B ;

G:=2.0*A?
D:=<B*B>-<4. 0*A*C>;
IF D>0.0 THEN BEGIN
E:=SQRT<D>;

END;

IF CK0.0 THEN BEGIN
H: =ABS<D>5
Es=SQRT<H>;
Js=F/G5K:=EÿG5

-

UR I TELN < Root s are conplex");
UR I TELN < "Root one is%J. + ".K,"i">;
M
;
UR I TELN c, "Root two is% J,
* K, " i >
M

END;

END;

PROCEDURE
BEGIN

CALCA;

Xls*<F+E>/G5
UR I TELN ( "Root or.e
END?

is%Xl>;

PROCEDURE CALCB;
BEGIN

X2'! = <F-E> G?
URITELNC "Root two is",X2>;

END?

’.MAIN PROGRAMS

BEGIN
URITELNC’Vou hav-e 50
REPEAT
N:=N+1;
U ALLIES?

ARRANGE ;
IF D>0. 0 THEN BEGIN
CALCA;

CALCB;

END:
UNTIL
END.

N=50;
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PROGRAM BUFFONJ
TVPE MARKS* ARRAVC 1 2060]OF INTEGER?
UAR N, I: INTEGER:
XX, VV > ZZ ANGLE , S> C , A E • C • MEAN • UARIANCE R 1 R2: REAL ?
T1,T2: BOOLEAN?
X:MARKS:
PROCEDURE ST AT (OAR MEAN, UARIANCEIREAL? Ns INTEGER? X? HARPS
OAR I, XX, SM.SQ: INTEGER:

.

..

-

.

.

•?

BEGIN

SM* =0;SQ: *©:
FOP Is *1 TO N DO
BEGIN
XX: *XCI3 « SM? =SM+XX? SO: =SQ+XX+XXt
END:
MEAN: =SM N? OAF IANCE:*'.SO-N*MEAN*MEAN>

N-l

•?

END:

PROCEDURE ROOTS <UAP A, B>C > PI >R2: REAL) ?
OAR DIsREAL?
BEGIN

DI:*S0RT<B*B-4*A*C •?
Rl:=< -BH*I t 2-/A:R2:*-B AM?I:
END;

BEGIN
N: =1600;

FOR 11*1 TO N DO
BEGIN
XC 13: =2? TI:=FALSE: T2? =T 1;
XX:=RANC<iPL255:VV:=RANC*0M 255: ZZs =FA»OOH 255: ANGLE: *3. 1 415? *2*ZZ?
S:=0.5*A6S'SIN> ANGLE > •: Cs =U. SCABS' COS' ANGLE • *:
IF< 1 -S>XX ' AND< XX S 'THEN T 1: =TFUE?
IF(1-C VV-AMD-VV C 'THEN T2:=TRUE?
IF Tl OR T2 THEN XCI):=l:
IF Tl AND T2 THEN :CI]:=0
END;
STAT'MEAN. I»API ANCE* N-X • :
XXs =4 'MEAN: URITELN* Estimate oi ft usir>? .near. * „XX!5>I URITELN:
A: = 1-UARIANCE ? B: =2 ? C s «- 1&*
ROOT S< A, B> C,R 1 • R2 1:
WRITELN< Estimate c*t f i usin» variance = • F 1: 5 *?MRI TELN:

END.
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